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MAGIC is a system of two Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes located in the Canary island of La Palma, Spain. During
summer 2011 and 2012 it underwent a series of upgrades, involving the exchange of the MAGIC-I camera and its trigger system,
as well as the upgrade of the readout system of both telescopes. We use observations of the Crab Nebula taken at low and medium
zenith angles to assess the key performance parameters of the MAGIC stereo system. For low zenith angle observations, the
standard trigger threshold of the MAGIC telescopes is ∼ 50 GeV. The integral sensitivity for point-like sources with Crab Nebula-
like spectrum above 220 GeV is (0.66±0.03)% of Crab Nebula flux in 50 h of observations. The angular resolution, defined as the σ
of a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution, at those energies is . 0.07◦, while the energy resolution is 16%. We also re-evaluate the
effect of the systematic uncertainty on the data taken with the MAGIC telescopes after the upgrade. We estimate that the systematic
uncertainties can be divided in the following components: < 15% in energy scale, 11-18% in flux normalization and ±0.15 for the
energy spectrum power-law slope.
Keywords: Gamma-ray astronomy, Cherenkov telescopes, Crab Nebula
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1. Introduction
MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov
telescopes) consists of two 17 m diameter Imaging Atmo-
spheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT). The telescopes are lo-
cated at a height of 2200 m a.s.l. on the Roque de los Mucha-
chos Observatory on the Canary Island of La Palma, Spain
(28◦N, 18◦W). They are used for observations of particle show-
ers produced in the atmosphere by very high energy (VHE,
& 30 GeV) γ-rays. Both telescopes are normally operated to-
gether in the so-called stereoscopic mode, in which only events
seen simultaneously in both telescopes are triggered and ana-
lyzed (Aleksic´ et al., 2012a).
Between summer 2011 and 2012 the telescopes went through
a major upgrade, carried out in two stages. In summer 2011
the readout systems of both telescopes were upgraded. The
multiplexed FADCs used before in MAGIC-I (Goebel et al.,
2007) as well as the Domino Ring Sampler version 2 used in
MAGIC-II (DRS2, Tescaro et al., 2009) have been replaced by
Domino Ring Sampler version 4 chips (DRS4, Ritt et al., 2010;
Sitarek et al., 2013). Besides lower noise, the switch to DRS4
based readout allowed to eliminate the ∼ 10% dead time present
in the previous system due to the DRS2 chip. In summer 2012
the second stage of the upgrade followed with an exchange
of the camera of the MAGIC-I telescope to a uniformly pix-
elized one (Mazin et al., 2013). The new MAGIC-I camera is
equipped with 1039 photomultipliers (PMTs), identical to the
MAGIC-II telescope. Each of the camera pixels covers a field
of view of 0.1◦, resulting in a total field of view of ∼ 3.5◦. The
upgrade of the camera allowed to increase the area of the trigger
region in MAGIC-I by a factor of 1.7 to the value of 4.8◦2. In
the first part of this article (Aleksic´ et al., 2014a) we described
in detail the hardware improvements and the commissioning of
the system. In this second part we focus on the performance of
the upgraded system based on Crab Nebula observations.
The Crab Nebula is a nearby (∼ 1.9 kpc away, Trimble, 1973)
pulsar wind nebula, and the first source detected in VHE γ rays
(Weekes et al., 1989). A few years ago, the satellite γ−ray tele-
scopes, AGILE & Fermi-LAT observed flares from the Crab
Nebula at GeV energies (Tavani et al., 2011; Abdo et al., 2011).
However so far no confirmed variability in the VHE range was
found. Therefore, since the Crab Nebula is still considered the
brightest steady VHE γ-ray source, it is commonly referred to
as the “standard candle” of VHE γ-ray astronomy, and it is fre-
quently used to evaluate the performance of VHE instruments.
In this paper we use Crab Nebula data to quantify the improve-
ment in performance of the MAGIC telescopes after the afore-
mentioned upgrade. In Section 2 we describe the different sam-
ples of Crab Nebula data used in the analysis. In Section 3 we
explain the techniques and methods used for the processing of
the MAGIC stereo data. In Section 4 we evaluate the perfor-
mance parameters of the MAGIC telescopes after the upgrade.
In Section 5 we discuss the influence of the upgrade on the sys-
∗Corresponding authors: J. Sitarek (jsitarek@uni.lodz.pl), E. Carmona
(emiliano.carmona@ciemat.es), P. Colin (colin@mppmu.mpg.de)
tematic uncertainties of the measurements and quantify them.
The final remarks and summary are gathered in Section 6.
2. Data sample
In order to evaluate the performance of the MAGIC tele-
scopes, we use several samples of Crab Nebula data taken in
different conditions between October 2013 and January 2014.
Notice that, as MAGIC is located in the Northern Hemisphere,
the Crab Nebula is observable only during the winter season.
The data were taken in the standard L1-L3 trigger condition
(see Aleksic´ et al., 2014a). The data selection was mostly based
on zenith angle dependent rate of background events surviving
the stereo reconstruction. Other measurements: LIDAR infor-
mation, observation logbook, daily check of weather and hard-
ware status (Godinovic et al., 2013) are also used as auxiliary
information. All data have been taken in the so-called wobble
mode (Fomin et al., 1994), i.e. with the source position offset
by a fixed angle, ξ, from the camera center in a given direction.
This method allows to estimate the background from other po-
sitions in the sky at the same offset ξ. Most of the results are
obtained using the data taken at low zenith angles (< 30◦) and
with the standard wobble offset of 0.4◦. To evaluate the perfor-
mance at higher zenith angles we use a medium zenith angle
sample (30 − 45◦). In addition, several low zenith angle sam-
ples taken at different offsets are used to study the sensitivity
for off-axis observations. All the data samples are summarized
in Table 1.
zenith angle [◦] offset ξ[◦] time[h]
0-30 0.40 11.1
30-45 0.40 4.0
0-30 0.20 2.3
0-30 0.35 0.9
0-30 0.70 1.9
0-30 1.00 4.2
0-30 1.40 4.6
0-30 1.80 4.1
Table 1: Zenith angle range, wobble offset angles ξ, and effective observation
time of the Crab Nebula samples used in this study.
In addition, to analyze the data and to evaluate some of the
performance parameters, such as the energy threshold or the
energy resolution we used Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The
MC simulations were produced with the standard MAGIC sim-
ulation package (Majumdar et al., 2005), with the gamma-ray
showers generated using the Corsika code (Heck et al., 1998).
3. Data analysis
The data have been analyzed using the standard MAGIC
tools: MARS (MAGIC Analysis and Reconstruction Software,
Zanin et al., 2013). Here we briefly describe all the stages of
the standard analysis chain of the MAGIC data.
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3.1. Calibration
Each event recorded by the MAGIC telescopes consists of the
waveform observed in each of the pixels. The waveforms span
30 ns and are sampled at a frequency of 2Gsamples/s. The tele-
scopes are triggered with a typical stereo rate of 250 − 300 Hz.
In the first stage of the analysis the pixel signals are reduced
to two numbers: charge and arrival time. The signal is ex-
tracted with a simple and robust “sliding window” algorithm
(Albert et al., 2008a), by finding the maximal integral of 6
consecutive time slices (corresponding to 3 ns) within the to-
tal readout window. The conversion from integrated readout
counts to photoelectrons (phe) is done using the F-Factor (ex-
cess noise factor) method (see e.g. Mirzoyan & Lorenz, 1997).
On average, one phe generates a signal of the order of ∼100
integrated readout counts. For typical observation conditions
the electronic noise and the light of the night sky with such
an extractor result in a noise RMS level of ∼ 1 phe and a bias
(for very small signals) of ∼ 2 phe. The DRS4 readout requires
some special calibration procedures, such as the correction of
the time inhomogeneity of the domino ring (see Sitarek et al.,
2013, for details) which are applied at this stage. A small frac-
tion of channels (typically < 1%) might be malfunctioning, or
be affected by bright stars in their field of view. The charge
and time information of these pixels are interpolated from their
neighbouring ones if at least 3 neighbouring pixels are valid.
3.2. Image cleaning and parametrization
After the upgrade, the camera of each MAGIC telescope
has 1039 pixels, however the Cherenkov light of a typical air
shower event illuminates only of the order of 10 pixels. Most
of the pixel signals are solely induced by the night sky back-
ground (NSB) and the electronic noise. In order to remove
pixels containing only noise to obtain the image of the shower
we perform the so-called sum image cleaning (cf. Rissi, 2009;
Aleksic´ et al., 2011). In the first step, we determine the so-
called core pixels. For this, we search for compact groups of 2,
3 or 4 neighbouring pixels (2NN, 3NN, 4NN), with a summed
charge above a given threshold. In order to protect against a
large signal in a single pixel (e.g. due to an afterpulse) domi-
nating a 3NN or 4NN group the signals are clipped before sum-
mation. The signals in those pixels should arrive within a given
time window. These time windows were optimized using time
resolution of the signal extraction (see Sitarek et al., 2013). For
pulses just above the charge thresholds, the coincidence proba-
bility of signals from showers falling within the time window is
≈ 80−90% for a single 2NN, 3NN or 4NN compact group. The
charge thresholds on the sum of 2NN, 3NN and 4NN groups
are 2 × 10.8 phe, 3 × 7.8 phe, 4 × 6 phe and the corresponding
time windows: 0.5, 0.7 and 1.1 ns. The values of the charge
thresholds were optimized to assure that the probability of an
event composed of only NSB and electronic noise to survive
the cleaning is . 6%. This translates directly to the maximum
fraction of images affected by spurious islands due to noise fluc-
tuations. In the second step, boundary pixels are looked for to
reconstruct the rest of the shower image. We loop over all the
pixels which have a neighbouring core pixel, and include them
into the image if the charge of such boundary pixel lies above
3.5 phe and its signal arrives within 1.5 ns with respect to this
core pixel. After the upgrade all the charge and time threshold
values are the same in both telescopes.
3.3. Stereo reconstruction
Only events which survive the image cleaning in both tele-
scopes, amounting to about 80% for standard trigger conditions,
are retained in the analysis. Afterwards, the events from both
telescopes are paired, and a basic stereo reconstruction is per-
formed. The tentative reconstructed direction of the event is
computed from the crossing point from the main axes of the
Hillas ellipses (Hillas, 1985). This first stereo reconstruction
provides additional event-wise parameters such as impact (de-
fined as the distance of the shower axis to the telescope position,
impact1 and impact2 are computed with respect to the MAGIC-
I and MAGIC-II telescopes respectively) and the height of the
shower maximum.
3.4. γ/hadron separation
Most of the events registered by the MAGIC telescopes are
cosmic-rays showers, which are mainly of hadronic origin.
Even for a bright source such as the Crab Nebula, the fraction
of γ-ray events in the raw data is only of the order of 10−3.
The rejection of the hadronic background is done on the basis
of image shape information and reconstructed direction. The
γ/hadron separation is performed with the help of the so-called
Random Forest (RF) algorithm (Albert et al., 2008). It allows
to combine, in a straight-forward way, the image shape param-
eters, the timing of the shower, and the stereo parameters into a
single classification parameter, Hadronness.
The survival probability for γ rays and background events
after a cut in Hadronness is shown in Fig. 1 for three different
energy bins.
A background rejection better than 90% can be achieved,
with only a small loss of γ events. The γ/hadron separation
performs better at higher energies due to the larger and better
defined images.
Strong cuts (below 0.1−0.2) in Hadronness result in a slight
mismatch of the γ-ray efficiency obtained from the MC simula-
tions with respect to the one from the data itself, which might
lead to underestimations in the flux and spectra of the sources.
Consequently, in the process of determining light curves and
source spectra, relatively loose cuts in Hadronness are used in
order to have a gamma MC efficiency above 90%, which en-
sures that the MC-data mismatch in the effective area is below
12% at the highest energies and below 6% at the lowest ener-
gies. Note that in addition to this Hadronness cut, the direction
reconstruction method (described in subsection 3.5) also pro-
vides additional background suppression. In those cases where
the accurate determination of the effective area is not relevant
(e.g. the analysis with the aim of detecting a source), stronger
cuts, which give a better sensitivity, can be used.
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Figure 1: Fraction of events (efficiency) of a given kind: excess γ-rays (dashed), MC simulated γ-ray (solid) and background events (dotted) surviving a Hadronness
cut. Different panels correspond to different bins in estimated energy: 75-119 GeV (left), 189-300 GeV (center) and 754-1194 GeV (right). Additional cuts of
θ2 < 0.03 and Size> 50 phe have been applied beforehand.
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Figure 2: Principle of the Stereo DISP RF method. The main axes of the
images are plotted with dashed lines. The two DISP RF reconstructed positions
per telescope (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B) are shown with empty circles. The 4 angular
distances (1A-2A, 1A-2B, 1B-2A, 1B-2B) are shown with dotted lines. The
final reconstructed position (the filled circle) is a weighted average of the two
closest ’1’ and ’2’ points. The true source position is marked with a diamond.
3.5. Arrival direction reconstruction
The classical method for arrival direction reconstruction uses
the crossing point of the main axes of the Hillas ellipses in
the individual cameras (Aharonian et al., 1997; Hofmann et al.,
1999). In the standard MAGIC analysis the event-wise direc-
tion reconstruction of the incoming γ ray is performed with a
DISP RF method. This method takes into account image shape
and timing information, in particular the time gradient mea-
sured along the main axis of the image (Aleksic´ et al., 2010a).
For each telescope we compute an estimated distance, DISP,
between the image centroid and the source position. As the
source position is assumed to be on the line containing the main
axis of the Hillas ellipse this results in two possible solutions
on either side of the image centroid (see Fig. 2). In general,
the ambiguity (the so-called head-tail discrimination) can be
solved from the asymmetry along the main axis of the image
(Domingo-Santamaria et al., 2005) or from the crossing point
of the images. However at the lowest energies, where the im-
ages consist of few pixels the head-tail discrimination may fail
at least in one telescope. The head-tail discrimination based on
the crossing point may also fail, in the case of close to parallel
events. Therefore we use a more robust method. We compute
the 4 distances between the 2 reconstructed positions from each
of the telescopes (see dotted lines in Fig. 2). We then select the
pair of reconstructed positions which give the smallest distance
(in the above example 1B-2B). As the estimation of the DISP
parameter is trained with simulated γ rays it often gives non-
consistent results for hadronic background events. This pro-
vides an extra γ/hadron separation criterion. If none of the four
pairs give a similar arrival direction in both telescopes (namely
the lowest distance is larger than 0.22◦) the event is discarded.
With this method the fraction of failed head-tail discrimination
is between 10% (at low energies) and < 1% (at high energies).
After determining the correct pair of points, the reconstructed
source position is computed as the average of the positions from
both telescopes weighted with the number of pixels in each im-
age. The angular distance from this point to the assumed source
position is called θ.
The DISP RF method explained above improves not only the
reconstruction of the arrival direction but also the estimation
of other shower parameters. As an example Fig. 3 shows the
difference between the reconstructed and the true impact pa-
rameter for MC γ−rays with energies of few hundred of GeV.
The impact parameter can be reconstructed with a precision of
about 10 m. The reconstruction with the DISP method is clearly
superior for larger values of impact, where a good reconstruc-
tion of this parameter for events seen outside of the light pool
of the shower is important for improving the energy resolution.
3.6. Energy estimation
The event-wise energy estimation is a two-step process. Us-
ing simulated γ rays, we build look-up tables relating the event
energy to the impact and Cherenkov photon density measured
by each telescope (see Aleksic´ et al. (2012a) for a detailed ex-
planation). The look-up tables are based on a simple air-shower
Cherenkov emission model that does not reproduce perfectly all
the dependencies. To correct for a zenith angle dependent bias
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Figure 3: The difference between reconstructed and true impact parameter for
events with energy 300-500 GeV. The markers show the bias (mean of Gaus-
sian) in the reconstruction, and the shaded region the resolution (RMS of Gaus-
sian). Filled circles and vertical lines show the classical reconstruction based
on the crossing point of the images. Empty triangles and horizontal lines show
the reconstruction based on DISP RF method. Only events with size > 50 phe
and θ2 < 0.02 are used.
in the energy reconstruction, mainly due to atmospheric absorp-
tion, an empirical formula is applied. A second correction is ap-
plied to account for a small azimuth dependence (due to the ge-
omagnetic field effect). Finally, a third correction improves the
energy reconstruction for large images only partially contained
in the camera. The final estimated energy, Eest, is computed as
the average of the energies reconstructed individually for each
telescope, weighted by the inverse of their uncertainties.
4. MAGIC performance
In this section we evaluate the main performance parameters
of the MAGIC telescopes after the exchange of the readout sys-
tems and MAGIC-I camera and compare them with the values
from before the upgrade.
4.1. Energy threshold
The energy threshold of an IACT cannot be obtained in a
straight-forward way from the data itself. One needs to rely
on the Monte Carlo simulations and to make sure that they de-
scribe the data appropriately. The energy threshold depends on
the trigger settings for a given observations. In particular it de-
pends on an amplitude threshold of individual pixels in the 3NN
multiplicity trigger. In order to fine tune the trigger parame-
ters in the MC simulations we follow the method described in
Aleksic´ et al. (2012a). For each event that survived the trig-
ger we search for the 3NN combination with the highest signal.
For small showers, just above the threshold, this is the most
probable triple which gave a trigger. The pixel in this triple
with the lowest signal provides a handle for the trigger thresh-
old. Using many events we build a distribution of such lowest
signals in the highest triple. We then compare the position of
the peak with a similar distribution produced from MC protons
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Figure 4: Distribution of the smallest charge in the largest triple of pixels for
data (black) and MC protons simulated with a trigger conditions of 3NN above
a threshold of 3.9 phe (MAGIC-I) or 4.1 phe (MAGIC-II) (gray). Top panel
shows MAGIC-I, bottom MAGIC-II.
(see Fig.4). We obtain that the individual pixel thresholds are
≈ 3.9 phe for MAGIC-I and ≈ 4.1 phe for MAGIC-II. Those
values are within 10-15% consistent with the threshold values
obtained directly from the data with an independent method of
rate-scans in Aleksic´ et al. (2014a).
In order to study the energy threshold of the MAGIC tele-
scopes we construct a differential rate plot using MC simula-
tions. A common definition of an energy threshold is a peak
energy of such a plot for a hypothetical source with a spectral
index of −2.6. In Fig. 5 we show the differential rate plot in two
zenith angle ranges for events that survived image reconstruc-
tion in both telescopes. For low zenith angle, i.e. < 30◦, the
reconstruction threshold energy is ∼ 70 GeV. Note however that
the peak is broad and extends far to lower energies. Therefore
it is also possible to evaluate the performance of the telescopes
and obtain scientific results below such defined threshold.
In Fig. 6 we show the energy threshold of the MAGIC tele-
scopes as the function of zenith distance of observations. The
threshold value is determined by fitting a Gaussian distribution
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Figure 5: Rate of MC γ−ray events (in arbitrary units) surviving the image
cleaning with at least 50 phe for a source with a spectral index of −2.6. Solid
line: zenith distance below 30◦, dotted line: zenith distance between 30◦ and
45◦ .
in a narrow range around the peak. The threshold is quite sta-
ble for low zenith angle observations. It increases rapidly for
higher zenith angles, due to larger absorption of the Cherenkov
light in the atmosphere and dilution of the photons reaching the
ground over a larger light pool.
The threshold can be evaluated at different stages of the anal-
ysis. The trigger threshold computed from all the events that
triggered both telescopes is naturally the lowest one, being
∼ 50 GeV at low zenith angles. The shower reconstruction
procedure involving image cleaning and a typical data qual-
ity cut of having at least 50 phe in each telescope raises the
threshold to ∼ 70 GeV. The events with size lower than this
are very small, subjected to high Poissonian fluctuations and
therefore harder to reconstruct. Also the separation of γ can-
didates from the much more abundant hadronic background
becomes harder at lower image sizes. Signal extraction cuts
(the so-called Hadronness cut, and a cut in the angular dis-
tance to the nominal source position, θ) increase the thresh-
old further to about 75 GeV at low zenith angles. The value
of the energy threshold doubles at zenith angle of 43◦. In
the investigated zenith angle range the value of the threshold
after all cuts can be approximated by an empirical formula:
74 × cos(Zenith Angle)−2.3 GeV.
4.2. Effective collection area
For large arrays of IACTs the collection area well above the
energy threshold for low zenith angle observations is approxi-
mately equal to the physical size of the array (Bernlo¨hr et al.,
2013). On the other hand for a single telescope or small ar-
rays such as the MAGIC telescopes, the collection area is
mainly determined by the size of the Cherenkov light pool
(radius of ∼ 120 m). We compute the collection area as the
function of the energy E following the standard definition of
Aeff(E) = N(E)/N0(E) × pir2max. N0(E) is the number of simu-
lated events, rmax is the maximum simulated shower impact and
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Figure 6: Threshold of the MAGIC telescopes as a function of the zenith angle
of the observations. The energy threshold is defined as the peak energy in the
differential rate plot for a source with -2.6 spectral index. Dotted curve: thresh-
old at the trigger level. Solid line: only events with images that survived image
cleaning in each telescope with at least 50 phe. Dashed line: with additional
cuts of Hadronness < 0.5 and θ2 < 0.03◦2 applied.
N(E) is the number of events surviving either the trigger condi-
tion or a given set of cuts. When computing the collection area
in broad bins of energy we use weights to reproduce a given
spectral shape. The collection area of the MAGIC telescopes at
the trigger level is about 105 m2 for 300 GeV gamma rays (see
Fig. 7). In the TeV range it grows slowly with energy, as some
of the large showers can be still caught at large values of im-
pact where the density of the Cherenkov photons on the ground
falls rapidly. Around and below the energy threshold the collec-
tion area falls rapidly, as only events with a significant upward
fluctuation of the light yield can trigger the telescope. At the en-
ergy of a few TeV, the trigger collection area after the upgrade is
larger by ∼ 30%, mostly due to the larger trigger area in the M1
camera. The collection area for observations at higher zenith
angles is naturally smaller below ∼ 100 GeV due to a higher
threshold of the observations. However, at TeV energies it is
larger by ∼ 40% due to an increase of the size of the light pool.
In Fig. 7 we also show the collection area after image clean-
ing, quality and signal extraction cuts optimized for best dif-
ferential sensitivity (see Section 4.7). The feature of a dip in
the collection area after cuts around 300 GeV is caused by a
stronger Hadronness cut. At those energies the γ/hadron sep-
aration is changing from based on height of the shower maxi-
mum parameter (which excludes distant muons which can mim-
ick low energy gamma rays) to the one based mostly on Hillas
parameters.
4.3. Relative light scale between both telescopes
For observations at low zenith angles the density of
Cherenkov light photons on the ground produced by a VHE
γ−ray shower depends mostly on its energy and its impact pa-
rameter. Except for a small dependence on the relative position
of the shower axis with respect to the Geomagnetic field, due to
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Figure 7: Collection area of the MAGIC telescopes after the upgrade at the
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the geomagnetic field effect (mostly pronounced at lowest en-
ergies, see e.g. Commichau et al., 2008), the density is radially
symmetric. Thus, it is possible to compare the light scale of
both telescopes by selecting γ-like events from data in which
the reconstructed impact parameter is similar in both telescopes
(Hofmann, 2003). In the case of hadronic background events,
such a correlation is much weaker due to the strong internal
fluctuations and poor estimation of the impact parameter. In or-
der to obtain a nearly pure γ-ray sample, we apply rather strict
cuts Hadronness < 0.2 and θ2 < 0.01.
The response of MAGIC-II is (11 ± 1stat)% larger than that
of MAGIC-I for showers observed at similar impact parameter
(see Fig. 8). The result is a sum of multiple effects such as dif-
ferences in the reflectivity of the mirrors, small differences be-
tween the two PMT populations, or uncertainity in the F-factor
used for the calibration of each telescope. The MC simulations
are fine tuned to take into account this inter-telescope calibra-
tion. Therefore the estimated energy obtained independently
from both telescopes is consistent (see Fig. 9).
4.4. Energy resolution
We evaluate the performance of the energy reconstruction
with γ−ray MC simulations. The simulations are divided into
bins of true energy (5 bins per decade). In each bin we construct
a distribution of (Eest − Etrue)/Etrue and fit it with a Gaussian
function. The energy resolution is defined as the standard devia-
tion obtained from this fit. The bias of the energy reconstruction
method can be computed as the mean value of the distribution.
The energy resolution and the bias of the MAGIC telescopes as
a function of the true energy of the γ rays are shown in Fig. 10,
and reported in Tables A.2 and A.3 for low and medium zenith
angle respectively.
For low zenith angle observations in the energy range of a
few hundred GeV the energy resolution falls down to about
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Figure 8: Correlation of S ize2 and S ize1 for γ-ray events obtained with Crab
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15%. For higher energies it degrades due to an increasing frac-
tion of truncated images, and showers with high impact param-
eters as well as worse statistics in the training sample. Note that
the energy resolution can be easily improved in the multi-TeV
range with additional quality cuts (e.g. in the maximum recon-
structed impact), however at the price of lowering the collection
area. At low energies the energy resolution is degraded, due to
worse precision in the image reconstruction (in particular the
impact parameters), and higher internal relative fluctuations of
the shower. Above a few hundred GeV the absolute value of
the bias is below a few percent. At low energies (. 100 GeV)
the estimated energy bias rapidly increases due to the threshold
effect. For observations at higher zenith angles the energy res-
olution is similar. Since an event of the same energy observed
at higher zenith angle will produce a smaller image, the energy
resolution at the lowest energies is slightly worse. On the other
hand, at multi-TeV energies, the showers observed at low zenith
angle are often partially truncated at the edge of the camera, and
may even saturate some of the pixels (if they produce signals of
& 750 phe in single pixels). Therefore the energy resolution
is slightly better for higher zenith angle observations. As the
energy threshold shifts with increasing zenith angle, the energy
bias at energies below 100 GeV is much stronger for higher
zenith angle observations.
The distribution (Eest − Etrue)/Etrue is well described by a
Gaussian function in the central region, but not at the edges,
where one can appreciate non-Gaussian tails. The energy reso-
lution, determined as the sigma of the Gaussian fit, is not very
sensitive to these tails. For comparison purposes, we also com-
puted the RMS of the distribution (in the range 0 < Eest <
2.5 · Etrue), which will naturally be sensitive to the tails of the
(Eest − Etrue)/Etrue. The RMS values are reported in Tables
A.2 and A.3 for the low and medium zenith angles respectively.
While the sigma of the Gaussian fit is in the range 15%-25%,
the RMS values lie in the range 20%-30%.
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When the data are binned according to estimated energy of
individual events (note that, in contrary to MC simulations, in
the data only the estimated energy is known) the value of the
bias will change depending on the spectral shape of the source.
With steeper spectra more events will migrate from lower ener-
gies resulting in an overestimation of the energy. Note that this
effect does not occur in the case of binning the events according
to their true energy (as in Fig. 10). In Fig. 11 we show such a
bias as a function of spectral slope for a few values of estimated
energy. Note that the bias is corrected in the spectral analysis
by means of an unfolding procedure (Albert et al., 2007).
The energy resolution cannot be checked with the data in
a straight-forward way and one has to rely on the values ob-
tained from MC simulations. Nevertheless, we can use the
fact of having two, nearly independent estimations of the en-
ergy, Eest,1 and Eest,2 from each of the telescopes to perform
a consistency check. We define relative energy difference as
RED = (Eest,1 − Eest,2)/Eest. If the Eest,1 and Eest,2 estima-
tors were completely independent the energy resolution would
be ≈ RMS (RED)/√2. In Fig. 12 we show a dependency of
RMS (RED) on the reconstructed energy. The curve obtained
from the data is consistent with the one of MC simulations
within a few percent accuracy. The first point (between 45 and
75 GeV) shows a sudden drop in RMS (RED) compared to the
other points, consistently in the data and MC simulations. Note
that this point is below the analysis threshold, therefore it is
mostly composed of peculiar events in which the shower pro-
duces more Cherenkov light than average for this energy. This
results in a strong correlation of Eest,1 and Eest,2 allowing for
a relatively low value of inter-telescope difference in estimated
energy, and still a rather poor energy resolution.
4.5. Spectrum of the Crab Nebula
In Fig. 13 we show the spectrum of the Crab Nebula obtained
with the total (low + medium zenith angle) sample. For clarity,
the spectrum is presented in the form of spectral energy dis-
tribution, i.e. E2dN/dE. In order to minimize the systematic
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uncertainty we apply Hadronness and θ2 cuts with high γ-ray
efficiency (90% and 75% respectively) for the spectral recon-
struction. The spectrum in the energy range 65 GeV – 13.5 TeV
can be fitted with a curved power-law:
dN
dE = f0(E/1 TeV )
a+b log10(E/1 TeV ) [cm−2s−1TeV−1]. (1)
The parameters of the fit are: f0 = (3.39 ± 0.09stat) × 10−11,
a = −2.51±0.02stat, and b = −0.21±0.03stat. The parameters of
the spectral fit were obtained using the robust forward unfold-
ing method which does not require regularization. The forward
unfolding requires however an assumption on the spectral shape
of the source, and is insensitive to spectral features. Therefore
the individual spectral points were computed using the Bertero
unfolding method (Albert et al., 2007). The fit parameters ob-
tained from both unfolding methods are consistent.
The spectrum obtained by MAGIC after the upgrade is con-
sistent within ∼ 25% with the previous measurements of the
Crab Nebula performed with other IACTs and earlier phases of
the MAGIC telescopes.
4.6. Angular resolution
Following the approach in Aleksic´ et al. (2012a), we inves-
tigate the angular resolution of the MAGIC telescopes using
two commonly used methods. In the first approach we de-
fine the angular resolution ΘGaus as the standard deviation of
a 2-dimensional Gaussian fitted to the distribution of the re-
constructed event directions of the γ-ray excess. Such a 2-
dimensional Gaussian in the θx and θy space will correspond
to an exponential fitting function for θ2 distribution. The fit is
performed in a narrow range, θ2 < 0.025[◦2], which is a fac-
tor ∼ 2.5 larger than the typical signal extraction cut applied
at medium energies. Therefore it is a good performance quan-
tity for looking for small extensions (comparable with angular
resolution) in VHE γ−ray sources. In the second method we
compute an angular distance, Θ0.68, around the source, which
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Figure 13: Spectral energy distribution of the Crab Nebula obtained with the
MAGIC telescopes after the upgrade (red points and shading) compared with
other experiments: MAGIC-I (cyan solid, Albert et al., 2008b), MAGIC Stereo,
2009-2011 (green dot-dot-dashed, Aleksic´ et al., 2014f), HEGRA (gray dot-
dashed, Aharonian et al., 2004), VERITAS (blue triple dot dashed, Aliu et al.,
2014), ARGO-YBJ (magenta, dashed, Vernetto et al., 2013) and H.E.S.S.
(black dotted, Aharonian et al., 2006). The vertical error bars show statistical
uncertainties, while the horizontal ones represent the energy binning.
encircles 68% of the excess events. This method is more sensi-
tive to long tails in the distribution of reconstructed directions.
Note that while both numbers assess the angular resolution of
the MAGIC telescopes, their absolute values are different, nor-
mally ΘGaus < Θ0.68. For a purely Gaussian distribution ΘGaus
would correspond to only 39% containment radius of γ-rays
originating from a point like source and Θ0.68 ≈ 1.5ΘGaus.
We use the low and medium zenith angle samples of the
Crab Nebula to investigate the angular resolution. Since the
Crab Nebula is a nearby galactic source, it might in principle
have an intrinsic size which would artificially degrade the an-
gular resolution measured in this way. However, the extension
of the Crab Nebula in VHE γ-rays was constrained to below
0.025◦ (Aharonian et al., 2000), making it a point-like source
for MAGIC.
The angular resolution obtained with both methods is shown
in Fig. 14 and summarized in Table A.4. At 250 GeV the an-
gular resolution (from a 2D Gaussian fit) is 0.07◦. It improves
with energy, as larger images are better reconstructed, reach-
ing a plateau of ∼ 0.04◦ above a few TeV. The angular resolu-
tion improved by about 5-10% after the upgrade. The improve-
ment in angular resolution makes slightly more pronounced the
small difference between the angular resolution obtained with
MC simulations and the Crab Nebula data, also present in the
pre-upgrade data. The difference of ∼ 10 − 15% is visible at
higher energies and corresponds to an additional 0.02◦ system-
atic random component (i.e. added in quadrature) between the
MC and the data.
The distributions of angular distances between the true and
reconstructed source position can be reasonably well fitted with
a single Gaussian for θ2 < 0.025[◦2]. Nevertheless, a proper
description of the tail in the θ2 distribution requires a more
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complicated function (see Fig. 15). One possibility is to use
a combination of two two-dimensional Gaussian distributions
as in Aleksic´ et al. (2012a). For example, the two-dimensional
double Gaussian fit to the distribution shown in Fig. 15 for the
Crab Nebula data yields χ2/Ndof = 1.5/6 corresponding to a
probability of 96.1%.
The tails of the PSF distribution do not have any practical
impact on the background estimation. In the worst case sce-
nario, which corresponds to observations close to the energy
threshold and using three symmetrically reflected background
regions, the contamination produced by the tails of the PSF is
below 0.5% of the signal excess, and hence negligible in com-
parison to other systematic uncertainties.
Since MAGIC is a system of only two telescopes one may
also expect some rotational asymmetry in the PSF shape due to
a preferred axis connecting the two telescopes. Note however,
that MAGIC employs the DISP RF method for the estimation
of the arrival direction, which is less affected by parallel im-
ages. Therefore it is expected that the PSF asymmetry due to
this effect will be reduced. In Fig. 16 we present the distribu-
tion of excess events in sky coordinates obtained from the Crab
Nebula. By computing the second order moments of the dis-
tribution and the x-y correlation we can derive the two perpen-
dicular axes in which the spread of the distribution is maximal
and minimal. This is equivalent to perform a robust analytical
fit with a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. We find that
the asymmetry of the PSF between these two axes is of the or-
der of 10%. This asymmetry can be due to a mixture of effect
such as optical coma aberration, having a preferred axis in the
two telescope system and possibly a slightly different short term
pointing precision in azimuth and zenith direction.
4.7. Sensitivity
In order to provide a fast reference and comparison with
other experiments we calculate the sensitivity of the MAGIC
telescopes following the two commonly used definitions. For a
weak source, the significance of an excess of Nexcess events over
a perfectly-well known background of Nbkg events can be com-
puted with the simplified formula Nexcess/
√
Nbkg. Therefore,
one defines the sensitivity S Nex/√Nbkg as the flux of a source
giving Nexcess/
√
Nbkg = 5 after 50 h of effective observation
time. The sensitivity can also be calculated using the Li & Ma
(1983), eq. 17 formula, which is the standard method in the
VHE γ-ray astronomy for the calculation of the significances.
Note that the sensitivity computed according to the Li & Ma
formula will depend on the number of OFF positions used for
background estimation.
For a more realistic estimation of the sensitivity (in both
methods), we apply conditions Nexcess > 10 and Nexcess >
0.05Nbkg. The first condition assures that the Poissonian statis-
tics of the number of events can be approximated by a Gaussian
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Figure 16: Two dimensional distribution of the excess events above 220 GeV
from the Crab Nebula (color scale). The significance contours (light gray lines)
overlaid on the plot start with 5σ for the most outer line with a step of 13σ
between neighboring lines. The distribution can be analytically fit by a 2D-
Gaussian with RMS parameters in the two orthogonal directions reported by
the red ellipse and the two arrows.
distribution. The second condition protects against small sys-
tematic discrepancies between the ON and OFF distributions,
which may mimic a statistically significant signal if the resid-
ual background rate is large.
The integral sensitivity of the different phases of the MAGIC
experiment for a source with a Crab Nebula-like spectrum are
shown in Fig. 17. The sensitivity values both in Crab Neb-
ula Units (C.U.) and in absolute units (following Eq. 1) are
summarized in Table A.5 for low zenith and in Table A.6 for
medium zenith angles. We used here the Nexcess/
√
Nbkg = 5
definition, recomputing the original MAGIC-I mono sensitiv-
ities to include also the Nexcess > 10 and Nexcess > 0.05Nbkg
conditions 1.
In order to find the optimal cut values in Hadronness and θ2
in an unbiased way, we used an independent training sample
of Crab Nebula data. The size of the training sample is similar
to the size of the test sample from which the final sensitivity
is computed. Different energy thresholds are achieved by vary-
ing a cut in the total number of photoelectrons of the images
(for points < 300 GeV) or in the estimated energy of the events
(above 300 GeV). For each energy threshold we perform a scan
of cuts on the training subsample, and apply the best cuts (i.e.
those providing the best sensitivity on the training subsample
according to Nexcess/
√
Nbkg definition) to the main sample ob-
taining the sensitivity value. The threshold itself is estimated as
1Note that one of the main disadvantages of the mono observations was
the very poor signal-to-background ratio at low energies, leading to dramatic
worsening of the sensitivity. Using optimized cuts one can recover some of the
sensitivity lost at the lowest energies for mono observations.
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Figure 17: Evolution of integral sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes, i.e. the
integrated flux of a source above a given energy for which Nexcess/
√
Nbkg = 5
after 50 h of effective observation time, requiring Nexcess > 10 and Nexcess >
0.05Nbkg. Gray circles: sensitivity of the MAGIC-I single telescope with the
Siegen (light gray, long dashed, Albert et al. (2008b)) and MUX readouts (dark
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upgrade (Aleksic´ et al., 2012a). Squares: stereo after the upgrade: zenith angle
below 30◦ (red, filled), 30 − 45◦ (blue, empty) For better visibility the data
points are joined with broken lines.
the peak of true energy distribution of MC events with a −2.6
spectral slope to which the same cuts were applied.
The integral sensitivity evaluated above is valid only for
sources with a Crab Nebula-like spectrum. To assess the perfor-
mance of the MAGIC telescopes for sources with an arbitrary
spectral shape, we compute the differential sensitivity. Follow-
ing the commonly used definition, we calculate the sensitivity
in narrow bins of energy (5 bins per decade). The differen-
tial sensitivity is plotted for low and medium zenith angles in
Fig. 18, and the values are summarized in Table A.7 and A.8
respectively.
The upgrade of the MAGIC-I camera and readout of the
MAGIC telescopes has lead to a significant improvement in
sensitivity in the whole investigated energy range. The integral
sensitivity reaches down to about 0.55% of C.U. around a few
hundred GeV in 50h of observations. The improvement in the
performance is especially evident at the lowest energies. In par-
ticular, in the energy bin 60-100 GeV, the differential sensitivity
decreased from 10.5% C.U. to 6.7% C.U. reducing the needed
observation time by a factor of 2.5. Observations at medium
zenith angle have naturally higher energy threshold. Therefore
the performance at the lowest energies is marred. Some of the
sources, those with declination > 58◦, or < −2◦ can only be
observed by MAGIC at medium or high zenith angles. Sources
with declination between −2◦ and 58◦, can be observed either
at low zenith angles, or at medium zenith angle with a boost in
sensitivity at TeV energies at the cost of a higher energy thresh-
old.
The sensitivity of IACTs clearly depends on the observa-
tion time which can be spent observing a given source. In
particular for transient sources, such as gamma-ray bursts or
flares from Active Galactic Nuclei, it is not feasible to col-
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√
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effective time. For better visibility the data points are joined with broken dotted
lines.
lect 50h of data within the duration of such an event. On the
other hand, long, multi-year campaigns allow to gather of the
order of hundreds of hours (see e.g. ∼ 140h observations of
M82 by VERITAS, Acciari et al. (2009), ∼ 160h observations
of Segue by MAGIC, Aleksic´ et al. (2014e) or ∼ 180h NGC
253 by H.E.S.S., Abramowski et al. (2012)). In Fig. 19, using
the γ and background rates from Table A.5, we show how the
sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes depends on the observa-
tion time for different energy thresholds. For those exemplary
calculations we use the Li&Ma definition of sensitivity with
typical value of 3 Off positions for background estimation. In
the medium range of observation times the sensitivity follows
the usual ∝ 1/
√
time dependence. For very short observation
times, especially for higher energies where the γ/hadron sep-
aration is very powerful, the limiting condition of at least 10
excess events leads to a dependence of ∝ 1/time. On the other
hand, for very long observations the sensitivity saturates at low
energies. Note that the observation time at which the sensitiv-
ity saturates might be shifted by using stronger cuts, offering
better γ to background rate, however at the price of increased
threshold.
4.8. Off-axis performance
Most of the observations of the MAGIC telescopes are per-
formed in the wobble mode with the source offset of 0.4◦ from
the camera center. However, in the case of micro-scans of
extended sources with sizes much larger than the PSF of the
MAGIC telescopes, a γ-ray signal might be found at differ-
ent distances from the camera center (see e.g. Aleksic´ et al.,
2014c). Moreover, serendipitous sources (see e.g. detection of
IC 310, Aleksic´ et al., 2010b) can occur in the FoV of MAGIC
at an arbitrary angular offset from the pointing direction. There-
fore, we study the performance of the MAGIC telescopes at
different offsets from the center of the FoV with dedicated ob-
servations of the Crab Nebula at non-standard wobble offsets
(see Table 1).
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Figure 19: Dependence of the integral sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes
(computed according to S Li&Ma,3Off prescription, see text for details) on the ob-
servation time, obtained with the low zenith angle Crab Nebula sample. Differ-
ent line styles show different energy thresholds: > 105 GeV (solid), > 290 GeV
(dotted), > 1250 GeV (dashed).
For easy comparison with the results presented in
Aleksic´ et al. (2012a), we first compute the integral sensitivities
as a function of the wobble offset at the same energy threshold
of 290 GeV. We first apply the same kind of analysis as was used
in Aleksic´ et al., 2012a, i.e. where the γ/hadron separation and
direction reconstruction is trained with MC simulations gener-
ated at the standard offset of ξ = 0.4◦ (see red filled squares in
Fig. 20). The upgrade of the MAGIC telescopes has improved
the off-axis performance. For example, the sensitivity at off-
sets of ∼ 1◦ has improved by ∼ 25%, which is more than the
global 15% improvement seen at the usual offset of ∼ 0.4◦. In-
terestingly there is not much difference in the γ rates associated
with these sensitivity values. This suggests that most of the
improvement in sensitivity comes from a better image recon-
struction, possibly thanks to the higher pixelization of the new
MAGIC-I camera, rather than from triggering more events due
to larger trigger region. We performed also a second analysis,
the so-called “diffuse” one (see blue empty crosses in Fig. 20).
In this case the γ/hadron separation and direction reconstruc-
tion is trained with MC simulations of γ-rays with a diffuse
origin within a 1.5◦ radius from the camera centre. We find this
analysis to provide a better performance at large offset angles.
Note that depending on the offset angle of the source dif-
ferent number of background estimation regions can be used,
which will affect the significance computed according to the
prescription of Li & Ma (1983). For large offset values more
than the standard 3 regions can be used. However as the uncer-
tainty then is dominated by the fluctuations of the number of
ON events, the significance saturates fast, and even in this case
the extra gain does not exceed 10%.
4.9. Extended sources
Some of the sources might have an intrinsic extension. The
sensitivity for detection such sources is degraded for two rea-
sons. First of all, the signal is diluted over a larger part of the
sky. This forces us to loosen the angular θ2 cut and hence accept
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Figure 20: Top panel: integral sensitivity, computed according to S Nex/√Nbkg
prescription (see Section 4.7), above 290 GeV for low zenith angle observations
at different offsets, ξ, from the camera center. Bottom panel: corresponding
(obtained with the same cuts as the sensitivity), γ-ray rates R(ξ). Black empty
circles: data from before the upgrade (Aleksic´ et al., 2012a), red filled squares:
current data (see Table 1) blue empty crosses: current data with “diffuse” anal-
ysis.
more background. The new cut value can be roughly estimated
to be
θcut =
√
θ20 + θ
2
s , (2)
where θ0 is a cut for a point-like source analysis, and θs is a
characteristic source size. As the background events show a
nearly flat distribution of dN/dθ2 such a cut will increase the
background by θ2cut. The looser θ2 cut will affect the sensitivity
in two ways. First of all, the sensitivity will be degraded by a
factor of
√
θ2cut = θcut due to accepting more background events.
Note however that the acceptance of the θcut cut for γ-rays can
be larger than the acceptance of θ0 cut for a point like source,
as the γ-rays originating from the center of the source will still
be accepted even if they are strongly misreconstructed.
For the further calculations let us assume θ0 = 0.1 (compa-
rable to θ0.68 at the energies of a few hundred GeV, see Sec-
tion 4.6) and a PSF shape as described by Fig. 15 (note that
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Figure 21: Dashed line: dependence of the amount of background integrated
up to a cut determined by Eq. 2 as a function of the radius of the source, nor-
malized to the background for a point like source. Dotted line: fraction of the
total γ events contained within the cut. Solid line: sensitivity for an extended
source divided by sensitivity for a point like source. A flat surface profile of the
emission is assumed in the calculations.
the PSF is not much affected by the distance from the center
of the camera, Aleksic´ et al. (2012a)) and a source with a flat
surface brightness up to θs. In Fig. 21 we show the acceptance
for background and γ events. We also compute a sensitivity
“degradation factor”, defined as the square root of the back-
ground acceptance divided by the γ acceptance and normalized
to 1 for a point like source. As an example, let us assume a
source with a radius of 0.5◦. The optimal cut θs = 0.51 com-
puted according to Eq. 2 results in 26 times larger background
than with cut θ0 = 0.1. This would correspond to ≈ 5 times
worse sensitivity, however the cut contains ≈ 90% of γ events,
significantly larger than ≈ 70% efficiency for a point like cut.
Therefore the sensitivity is degraded by a smaller factor, ≈ 4.
A second effect which can degrade the sensitivity for ex-
tended sources is the loss of collection area for higher offsets
from the camera center. For a source radius of e.g. 0.5◦, the
γ-rays can be observed up to an offset of 0.9◦ from the cam-
era center. For such large offsets, the collection area is nearly
a factor of 3 smaller than in the camera center. Using the γ-
rates, which are proportional to the collection area, shown in
Fig. 20 we can compute the average rate of γ rays for an arbi-
trary source profile. For this example of a source with constant
surface density and a radius of 0.5◦ it turns out that the total
average collection area is lower only by ≈ 20% than for a point
like source at the usual wobble offset of 0.4◦. However, since
a similar drop happens also for the background events, the net
degradation of the sensitivity due to this effect is only ∼ 10%.
Finally, we compute the radius Ξ of the MAGIC effective
field of view. It is defined such that observations of an isotropic
gamma-ray flux with a hypothetical instrument with a flat-
top acceptance R′(ξ) = R(0) for ξ < Ξ, and R′(ξ) = 0 for
ξ > Ξ, would yield the same number of detected gamma
rays as with MAGIC, when no cuts on the arrival direction
are applied. We can therefore obtain Ξ from the condition
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∫ Ξ
0 2pi ξR(0) dξ =
∫ 1.8◦
0 2pi ξR(ξ) dξ, where R(ξ) is shown in
bottom panel of Fig. 20, yielding Ξ = 1◦. We note, however,
that standard observations of sources with an extension larger
than 0.4◦ are technically difficult, as in that case the edge of
the source would fall into the background estimation region.
Nevertheless, the effective field of view is a useful quantity for
non-standard observations of diffuse signals like, e.g. the cos-
mic electron flux (Borla Tridon, 2011; Aharonian et al., 2009).
5. Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties of the IACT technique stem
from many small individual factors which are only known with
limited precision, and possibly change from one night to an-
other. Most of those factors (e.g. uncertainities connected with
the atmosphere, reflecitivity of the mirrors) were not affected
by the upgrade and hence the values reported in Aleksic´ et al.
(2012a) are still valid for them. In this section we evaluate the
component of the total systematic uncertainity of the MAGIC
telescopes which changed for observations after the upgrade.
We also estimate the total systematic uncertainty for various
observation conditions.
5.1. Background subtraction
Dispersion in the PMT response (including also a small num-
ber of “dead” pixels) and NSB variations (e.g. due to stars)
across the field of view of the telescopes cause a small inhomo-
geneity in the distribution of the events in the camera plane. In
addition, stereoscopy with just two telescopes produces a natu-
ral inhomogeneity, with the distribution of events being slightly
dependent on the position of the second telescope. This ef-
fect was especially noticeable before the upgrade, due to the
smaller trigger area of the old MAGIC-I camera. Both of these
effects result in a slight rotational asymmetry of the camera ac-
ceptance. The effect is minimized by wobbling such that the
source and background estimation positions in the camera are
being swapped. Before the upgrade the systematic uncertain-
ity of the background determination was . 2% (Aleksic´ et al.,
2012a). We performed a similar study on a data sample taken
after the upgrade. We compare the background estimated in two
reflected regions on the sky, without known γ-ray sources. In
order to achieve the needed statistical accuracy we apply very
loose cuts. In the lowest energy range we obtain 56428 ± 238
events in one position versus 55940 ± 237, i.e. a difference
of (0.9 ± 0.6)% consistent within the statistical uncertainty. A
similar study in the medium energy range results in 7202 ± 85
versus 7233 ± 85 events which are consistent within the statis-
tical uncertainties: (−0.4 ± 1.7)%. We conclude that due to the
larger trigger region this uncertainty has been reduced now to
. 1%.
Note that the effect of the background uncertainty depends on
the signal to background ratio. In case of a strong source, where
the signal & background, it is negligible. However for a very
weak source, with e.g. a signal to background ratio of ∼ 5%
, the additional systematic uncertainty on the flux normaliza-
tion just from the uncertainty of the background can amount
up to ∼ 20%. Moreover, as it will be energy dependent, it
might lead to an additional uncertainty in the spectral index.
Let us consider a hypothetical weak source with a spectrum re-
constructed between Emin and Emax. The signal to background
ratio of this source is SBRLE and SBRHE in the energy range
Emin −
√
EminEmax and
√
EminEmax − Emax respectively. In this
case we can roughly estimate the systematic uncertainty on the
spectral index due to background inhomogeneity as:
∆αSBR = 2 ×
√
(1%/SBRLE)2 + (1%/SBRHE)2
ln(Emax/Emin) , (3)
where the 1% comes from the precision at which the back-
ground is estimated. Note that this formula was already used
e.g. in Aleksic´ et al. (2012b, 2014b), however with a larger
value of background uncertainty. For a strong source observed
in a broad energy range, Eq. 3 gives a negligible number, e.g.
for source observed between 0.08-6 TeV with a SBR of 25-
60% ∆αSBR = 0.02. However for a weak source, e.g. ob-
served between 0.1 and 0.6 TeV with SBR = 6-15% we obtain
∆αSBR = 0.2, increasing the total systematic uncertainty on the
spectral index from 0.15 to 0.25.
5.2. Pointing accuracy
During the observations, the gravitational loads lead to a
slight deformation of the telescopes structure and sagging of
the camera. Most of the effect is corrected by the active mirror
control and simultaneous observations of reference stars with
CCD cameras placed at the center of the telescope’s reflectors.
However, a slight residual mispointing of the telescopes can af-
fect the precision with which the position of a γ−ray source
can be obtained. In order to evaluate this effect we analyse the
Crab Nebula data night by night. For each night we construct a
two dimensional distribution of the difference between the re-
constructed and nominal source position in camera coordinates.
After subtracting the background, the distribution is fitted with
a two dimensional Gaussian to determine a possible systematic
offset (see Fig. 22). Note that the ’Y’ direction in the camera
correspond to the Zenith axis of the telescope. We conclude
that the systematic uncertainty on the reconstructed source po-
sition is . 0.02◦, comparable to value obtained in Aleksic´ et al.
(2010a).
5.3. Energy scale
The absolute energy scale of IACTs is hard to determine.
There are many systematic effects such as imprecise knowl-
edge of the atmospheric transmission, mirror reflectivity, prop-
erties of the PMTs, etc. which affect it. If determined solely
from the best knowledge of these parameters, it is expected to
be accurate within 15-17% as shown in Aleksic´ et al. (2012a).
The knowledge of the absolute energy scale of the MAGIC
telescopes is validated by using inter-telescope calibration (see
Section 4.3) and from the analysis of muon rings (Vacanti et al.,
1994; Goebel et al., 2005). Both of those methods are burdened
by their own systematic uncertainities. The inter-calibration of
the telescopes using γ-ray events with similar impact parame-
ters improves greatly the relative size scale, however has a very
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Figure 22: The difference in the reconstructed and nominal source position
of the Crab Nebula during 10 nights of observations. The two circles show a
distance of 0.02◦ and 0.03◦.
weak handle on the absolute light scale of both telescopes. On
the other hand, the muon analysis suffers from the fact that the
light seen from selected muon events is emitted mostly up to
the height of ∼800 m above the telescopes, while the light from
γ-ray events is generated mainly at the height of 10 km. This
in addition makes the light spectrum of muon events shifted
to lower wavelengths. The muon calibration used in MAGIC
depends on comparison with muon MCs, which introduces ad-
ditional systematic uncertainties due to possible data/MC mis-
matches at the shortest wavelengths.
A small miscalibration of the energy scale will affect the re-
constructed spectrum in two ways, both having the highest im-
pact at the lowest energies. For example, let us assume that MC
simulations have a higher light scale, i.e. for a given energy the
amount of light generated by a γ−ray shower at a given energy
predicted by the MC simulations is larger than for real show-
ers. In this case, real γ−ray showers will have a smaller Size
parameter than predicted by the MC simulations. Thus some of
them may not survive a data quality size cut, or not even trigger
the telescopes lowering the real collection area w.r.t. the one
predicted from MC simulations. This would artificially lower
the reconstructed flux, especially at the low energies. On the
other hand, the overestimation of the light shed into the cam-
eras by the shower will introduce an unrecoverable bias in the
energy estimation migrating events to lower energies. For the
medium energies where the collection area is quite flat and the
usual γ-ray spectra drop rapidly this will also artificially lower
the reconstructed spectrum. For the lowest energies, below the
analysis threshold, where the collection area drops very fast,
more events will migrate in a given energy bin than escape from
it, artificially increasing the reconstructed flux by a pile-up ef-
fect. It is not obvious to determine which of those effects will
be dominant at a given energy. It will depend on the precise
shape of the collection area, the spectrum of the source and the
total miscalibration of the light scale. Therefore, the system-
atic error in the light scale can shift the spectrum at the lowest
energies in both ways.
As the effect is most pronounced at the threshold we investi-
gate the uncertainty of the light scale of the MAGIC telescopes
by shifting the energy threshold in two different ways. We
perform a set of full analyses using MC simulations with the
light scale artificially shifted by -25%, -10%, -5%, +5%, +10%
and +25%. In the first scenario, we compare the reconstructed
flux at a given energy for low and medium zenith angles (see
Fig. 23). For the sake of comparison, we show in Fig. 23
the two most spread apart historical Crab Nebula spectra ob-
served by IACTs. For the low zenith angle spectrum, as the
MC light scale is increased, an increasing pile-up effect shows
up at low energies. However, as observations at higher zenith
angle do not reach such lowest energies, and at the energies of
∼ 100 GeV, both spectra are consistent, such an overestimated
light scale cannot be excluded aprori. On the other hand, when
the MC light scale is decreased, there is a clear difference be-
tween the low and medium zenith angle samples at low ener-
gies. Moreover, even while the χ2 value computed between the
two spectra give acceptable probabilities of ∼ 16% and ∼ 10%
for down scaling by 10% and 25% respectively, there is a clear
structure in the flux ratio plot.
A second way to artificially increase the threshold of the
MAGIC telescopes is to use a higher Size cut. In Fig. 24 we
show the Crab Nebula spectra for a low zenith angle sample
obtained for Size greater than 50, 100, 200 and 400 phe. As
before, we perform a full analysis of the Crab Nebula data for
each of the MC samples with artificially shifted light scale. We
compute the ratio of the flux obtained with a given cut in the
S ize parameter to the reference cut of 50 phe. Note however
that the plotted statistical uncertainties of the flux ratio are over-
estimated as the points between the spectra with different cuts
in S ize are strongly correlated (the same Crab Nebula sample
was used to obtain each of them). In this case, the situation is
opposite to the one with the energy threshold varying with the
zenith angle of the observations. For the underestimated light
scale the spectra at different size cuts are still consistent be-
tween each other, thus no constraint on the absolute light scale
can be drawn. On the other hand, for the overestimated light
scale, the flux ratio while going to lower energies has a charac-
teristic V-shape (best visible with red curves in Fig. 24). Going
to lower energies it first slightly drops (due to the direct effect
on the collection area) and then sharply increases (consistent
with a pile-up effect from the bias in energy estimation below
the energy threshold). Combining both methods we validate
that the systematic uncertainty of the absolute energy scale of
the MAGIC telescopes is below 15%, similarly to the one ex-
pected in Aleksic´ et al. (2012a).
5.4. Systematic uncertainty in flux normalization and slope
Due to better camera and trigger homogeneity after the up-
grade and also lack of dead time in the readout the total sys-
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Figure 23: Spectra of the Crab Nebula obtained with the low (full circles) and medium (empty squares) zenith angle samples for MC with different energy scales
(-25%, -10%, -5%, no scale, +5%, +10%, see header of legends). The bottom panel shows the ratio of the medium zenith angle flux to the low zenith angle flux.
As a reference two historical Crab Nebula spectra (MAGIC, Albert et al. (2008b), and H.E.S.S. Aharonian et al. (2006)) are plotted with a dashed and a solid line.
In the top part of individual panels we report the value of χ2, number of degrees of freedom and corresponding probability computed between the low and medium
zenith angle spectra.
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Figure 24: Spectra of the Crab Nebula obtained with the low zenith angle sample for different S ize cuts and with scaled MC: -10%, -5%, no scale, +5%, +10% and
+25% (see the legend header in different panels). The spectra are obtained with S ize cuts of 50 phe (black dots), 100 phe (green full circles), 200 phe (red empty
squares) and 400 phe (blue asterisks). At the bottom, smaller sub-panels with the ratio between a spectrum with a given S ize cut and the reference one (> 50 phe) is
shown. As a reference, two historical Crab Nebula spectra (MAGIC, Albert et al. (2008b), and H.E.S.S. Aharonian et al. (2006)) are plotted with a dashed and solid
line. For better visibility the data points are joined with broken dotted lines.
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Figure 25: Integrated fluxes above 300 GeV of the Crab Nebula for different
data runs (∼ 20 min) as a function of the data sample number are shown with
thin lines and asterisks. The thick lines show the corresponding night by night
fluxes (vertical error bars show the data span). The second set of dashed er-
ror bars for the thin lines shows the statistical uncertainty added in quadrature
with 11% systematic uncertainty. The dashed vertical line show the mean flux
obtained from the total data sample.
tematic uncertainity in the flux normalization is slightly lower
than evaluated in Aleksic´ et al. (2012a). We checked the contri-
bution of the mismatch in cut efficiencies to the systematic un-
certainty and estimate it to be < 12% in the whole investigated
energy range, compatible with the 10-15% uncertainties due to
analysis and data/MC discrepancies reported in Aleksic´ et al.
(2012a). The effect on the spectral indices was smaller than the
statistical uncertainty obtained with this data sample. We esti-
mate the uncertainty on the flux normalization to be 18% at low
energies (. 100 GeV) and 11% in the energy range of a few
hundred GeV. At the highest energies, & 1 TeV, due to more
pronounced MC/data mismatches the systematic uncertainty is
a bit higher, namely 16%. The systematic uncertainity on the
reconstructed spectral slope of the sources is still ±0.15 for a
source with signal to background ratio of at least 25%.
5.5. Night to night systematic uncertainty
The total systematic uncertainty estimated in the previous
section is a proper quantity to be used while comparing the
MAGIC observations with the data of other instruments or with
theoretical predictions. However, a significant fraction of the
systematic uncertainty is nearly constant and will affect all the
MAGIC data in the same way. On the other hand, part of
the systematic uncertainity (e.g. atmospheric transmission at
a given day or small changes in the optical PSF) will vary from
one night to another resulting in slightly different estimations
of the flux even from a steady source. In order to estimate this
remaining, relative systematic uncertainty we use the method
of Aleksic´ et al. (2012a). We divided our data into sub-samples
and compute the flux for each of them. Then we compare the
standard deviation, σF , of the distribution of the reconstructed
fluxes with the typical uncertainty of individual points, δF, to
determine the “excess RMS”.
We first divide the data according to data runs. Each data
run is normally 20-min long, and correspond to one wobble
pointing. With such time binning the integrated flux above
300 GeV is computed with a statistical precision of about 10%
(see Fig.25). Three short data runs (with a much higher rela-
tive statistical uncertainty of the flux estimation, > 20%) were
removed from this study. Fitting the points with a constant we
obtain χ2/Ndo f = 106/50, corresponding to a fit probability of
6.7·10−6. The spread of the individual points is σF ∼ 15%, sug-
gesting a relative run-to-run systematic uncertainty of ∼ 11%.
Note, that while so far there was no variability observed from
the Crab Nebula, it is not excluded that a small intrinsic vari-
ability, below the accuracy of the current IACTs is present at
the source itself. Therefore, the values derived with this method
can be treated as conservative estimates of the run to run sys-
tematic uncertainty of the MAGIC telescopes. Adding such a
systematic uncertainty of 11% in quadrature to the statistical
uncertainties of the individual points (see the dashed error bars
in Fig.25), and performing a fit with a constant, we obtain that
the χ2/Ndo f = 46/50, nominally corresponding to probability
of 63%.
In the case of night-by-night binning δF is of the order of 5%.
Interestingly, this light curve can be fitted with a constant flux
with χ2/Ndo f = 16.5/9, which corresponds to a barely accept-
able probability of 5.7%. We conservatively conclude that the
relative systematic uncertainties are of the order of 11%. This
value is similar to the values before the upgrade of the MAGIC
telescopes Aleksic´ et al. (2012a) as well as to the one obtained
by the H.E.S.S telescopes (Aharonian et al., 2006). It is plausi-
ble that most of this uncertainty is due to the atmospheric vari-
ations.
6. Conclusions
The upgrade of the readout and one of the cameras of the
MAGIC telescopes have significantly improved their perfor-
mance. The trigger threshold for low zenith angle observa-
tions is ∼ 50 GeV. With the 15h sample of Crab Nebula data, its
spectrum could be reconstructed between 65 GeV and 13.5 TeV.
Within systematic uncertainties it is consistent with previous
measurements of the Crab Nebula with IACTs. The best per-
formance of the MAGIC telescopes is achieved at medium en-
ergies, at a few hundred GeV. At those energies the images are
sufficiently large to provide enough information for efficient re-
construction, while the rapidly falling power-law spectrum of
the Crab Nebula still provides enough statistics. The energy
resolution at these medium energies is as good as 16% with
a negligible bias and the angular resolution is . 0.07◦. The
sensitivity above 220 GeV is (0.66 ± 0.03)% of C.U. for 50h
of observations. At the lowest energies, below 100 GeV, the
performance has improved drastically, reducing the needed ob-
servation time by a factor of 2.5. The larger trigger region and
improved pixelization of the MAGIC-I camera have improved
also the off-axis performance. A source with a Crab Nebula like
spectrum, but 80 times weaker, can be detected at the offset of
1◦ within 50 h of observations, making the MAGIC telescopes
capable of efficient sky scans.
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E[GeV] bias [%] σ [%] RMS [%]
47 - 75 24.6 ± 0.9 21.8 ± 1.1 22.5 ± 0.4
75 - 119 7.1 ± 0.4 19.8 ± 0.5 20.9 ± 0.2
119 - 189 −0.1 ± 0.3 18.0 ± 0.3 21.3 ± 0.2
189 - 299 −1.5 ± 0.3 16.8 ± 0.3 20.49 ± 0.18
299 - 475 −2.2 ± 0.2 15.5 ± 0.2 20.20 ± 0.17
475 - 753 −2.1 ± 0.2 14.8 ± 0.2 20.12 ± 0.18
753 - 1194 −1.4 ± 0.2 15.4 ± 0.2 21.3 ± 0.2
1194 - 1892 −1.8 ± 0.3 16.1 ± 0.3 21.3 ± 0.2
1892 - 2999 −2.3 ± 0.4 18.1 ± 0.4 23.2 ± 0.3
2999 - 4754 −1.7 ± 0.4 19.6 ± 0.5 25.1 ± 0.3
4754 - 7535 −2.6 ± 0.6 21.9 ± 0.6 26.5 ± 0.4
7535 - 11943 −2.1 ± 0.8 22.7 ± 0.9 26.8 ± 0.5
11943 - 18928 −6.7 ± 0.8 20.7 ± 0.9 24.4 ± 0.5
Table A.2: Energy resolution and bias obtained from a low zenith angle (0 −
30◦) MC sample. The individual columns report: E - energy range, bias and σ -
mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian fit to (Eest−Etrue)/Etrue distribution,
RMS - standard deviation obtained directly from this distribution.
The performance of the MAGIC telescopes at medium zenith
angles, 30 − 45◦, is mostly similar to the one at low zenith an-
gles. The higher threshold, however, significantly degraded all
the performance parameters below ∼ 200 GeV. For the highest
energies, above a few TeV, better performance is achieved with
observations at medium zenith angles.
We revised different sources of systematic uncertainities after
the upgrade and studied in detail the uncertainty in the energy
threshold. The larger trigger region has allowed us to lower the
systematics connected with the background estimation by a fac-
tor of 2. From comparisons of reconstructed SEDs of the Crab
Nebula for different energy thresholds we validated the system-
atic uncertainty in the energy scale to be below 15%. The sys-
tematic uncertainty on the flux normalization was estimated to
be 11-18%, and on the spectral slope ±0.15. The part of the
systematic uncertainty which can change from one observation
run to another is estimated to be about 11%.
Thanks to the improvement in the performance achieved after
the upgrade, the MAGIC telescopes have reached an unprece-
dented sensitivity. Since then, five new VHE γ-ray sources have
already been discovered by MAGIC. Among them, 3C 58, is the
least luminous pulsar wind nebula so far detected in the VHE
γ-rays (Aleksic´ et al., 2014d).
Appendix A. Tables
In this appendix we report, for easy reference, the numeri-
cal values of energy resolution and bias, angular resolution and
sensitivity, together with additional information, such as corre-
sponding rates of γ-rays.
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Ethresh. γ-rate bkg-rate S Nex/√Nbkg S Li&Ma,1Off S Li&Ma,3Off S Li&Ma,5Off S Nex/√Nbkg
[GeV] [min−1] [min−1] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [10−13cm−2s−1]
84 19.1 ± 0.2 8.73 ± 0.07 2.29 ± 0.03 2.29 ± 0.03 2.29 ± 0.03 2.29 ± 0.03 156.5 ± 1.7
86 18.8 ± 0.2 7.80 ± 0.06 2.07 ± 0.02 2.07 ± 0.03 2.07 ± 0.03 2.07 ± 0.03 137.1 ± 1.5
104 16.88 ± 0.19 4.88 ± 0.05 1.445 ± 0.015 1.71 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 0.02 75.9 ± 0.8
146 6.17 ± 0.10 0.320 ± 0.013 0.84 ± 0.02 1.25 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.02 28.6 ± 0.8
218 3.63 ± 0.07 0.070 ± 0.006 0.66 ± 0.03 1.06 ± 0.04 0.83 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.03 13.4 ± 0.7
289 2.94 ± 0.07 0.032 ± 0.004 0.56 ± 0.04 0.93 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.04 7.6 ± 0.5
404 3.05 ± 0.07 0.030 ± 0.004 0.51 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.03 4.4 ± 0.3
523 2.51 ± 0.06 0.023 ± 0.003 0.55 ± 0.04 0.95 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.05 3.2 ± 0.3
803 1.59 ± 0.05 0.0109 ± 0.0010 0.60 ± 0.03 1.12 ± 0.04 0.84 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.03 1.78 ± 0.10
1233 0.95 ± 0.04 0.0062 ± 0.0007 0.75 ± 0.05 1.53 ± 0.06 1.11 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.05 1.12 ± 0.08
1935 0.55 ± 0.03 0.0053 ± 0.0011 1.20 ± 0.15 2.50 ± 0.16 1.80 ± 0.13 1.66 ± 0.15 0.83 ± 0.10
2938 0.31 ± 0.02 0.0027 ± 0.0008 1.6 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.2 0.51 ± 0.08
4431 0.160 ± 0.016 0.0022 ± 0.0006 2.7 ± 0.5 6.6 ± 0.6 4.5 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.4 0.41 ± 0.07
6718 0.078 ± 0.011 0.0018 ± 0.0010 4.9 ± 1.6 12.9 ± 1.7 8.7 ± 1.5 7.8 ± 1.4 0.34 ± 0.11
8760 0.046 ± 0.008 0.0005 ± 0.0005 7.2 ± 1.3 17 ± 2 10.4 ± 1.7 9.0 ± 1.8 0.30 ± 0.05
Table A.5: Integral sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes obtained with the low zenith angle Crab Nebula data sample above a given energy threshold, Ethresh.. The
sensitivity is calculated as Nexcess/
√
Nbkg = 5 (S Nex/√Nbkg), or according to the 5σ significance obtained from Li & Ma (1983) (using 1, 3 or 5 background regions,
S Li&Ma,1Off , S Li&Ma,3Off and S Li&Ma,5Off ). The sensitivity is computed for 50 h of observation time with the additional conditions Nexcess > 10, Nexcess > 0.05Nbkg
(S Nex/√Nbkg, sys). The γ-rate and bkg-rate columns show the rate of γ events from Crab Nebula and residual background respectively above the energy threshold of
the sensitivity point.
Ethresh. γ-rate bkg-rate S Nex/√Nbkg S Li&Ma,1Off S Li&Ma,3Off S Li&Ma,5Off S Nex/√Nbkg
[GeV] [min−1] [min−1] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [%C.U.] [10−13 cm−2s−1]
114 19.7 ± 0.4 7.68 ± 0.10 1.95 ± 0.03 1.95 ± 0.04 1.95 ± 0.04 1.95 ± 0.04 91.4 ± 1.6
119 19.3 ± 0.3 6.83 ± 0.10 1.76 ± 0.03 1.77 ± 0.03 1.76 ± 0.04 1.76 ± 0.04 78.4 ± 1.3
141 17.4 ± 0.3 4.23 ± 0.08 1.22 ± 0.02 1.55 ± 0.03 1.26 ± 0.03 1.22 ± 0.03 43.5 ± 0.8
210 5.60 ± 0.16 0.216 ± 0.017 0.76 ± 0.04 1.15 ± 0.05 0.92 ± 0.04 0.86 ± 0.04 16.1 ± 0.8
310 3.59 ± 0.12 0.070 ± 0.010 0.67 ± 0.05 1.07 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.06 0.79 ± 0.06 8.3 ± 0.7
401 3.19 ± 0.12 0.051 ± 0.008 0.65 ± 0.06 1.05 ± 0.08 0.82 ± 0.07 0.77 ± 0.06 5.6 ± 0.5
435 3.31 ± 0.12 0.053 ± 0.009 0.63 ± 0.06 1.03 ± 0.08 0.80 ± 0.07 0.75 ± 0.06 4.8 ± 0.4
546 2.98 ± 0.11 0.042 ± 0.008 0.63 ± 0.06 1.03 ± 0.08 0.80 ± 0.07 0.75 ± 0.06 3.4 ± 0.3
821 2.24 ± 0.10 0.023 ± 0.002 0.61 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.05 0.76 ± 0.04 1.77 ± 0.12
1262 1.19 ± 0.07 0.0086 ± 0.0014 0.71 ± 0.07 1.38 ± 0.09 1.02 ± 0.08 0.94 ± 0.07 1.02 ± 0.10
1955 0.84 ± 0.06 0.0072 ± 0.0013 0.93 ± 0.11 1.84 ± 0.13 1.35 ± 0.11 1.24 ± 0.10 0.63 ± 0.07
2891 0.60 ± 0.05 0.013 ± 0.003 1.7 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.3 0.58 ± 0.08
4479 0.31 ± 0.04 0.0052 ± 0.0017 2.1 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.6 3.2 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 0.4 0.32 ± 0.07
7133 0.14 ± 0.02 0.0017 ± 0.0010 2.7 ± 0.9 7.1 ± 1.0 4.8 ± 0.9 4.3 ± 0.9 0.17 ± 0.06
Table A.6: Integral sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes obtained with the medium zenith angle (30−45◦) Crab Nebula data sample above a given energy threshold
Ethresh. . Columns as in Table A.5.
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